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MOTTO 
 
Make every effort to change things you do not like. If you cannot 
make a change, change the way you have been thinking, you might 
find a new solution 
(Maya Angelou) 
 
 
Where there is a will there is a way 
 
(Writer) 
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ABSTRACT 
Name  : Eva Rahmaniar 
Reg. Number : 40300111036 
Title  :Culture Shock Experienced By Thailand Students at Alauddin 
State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Supervisor I : SerliahNur 
Supervisor II : Faidah Yusuf 
  
This research studied about culture shock experienced by Thailand 
students studying at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. The aimed 
of this research were to describe and find out the process and the effects of 
culture shock experienced by Thailand students. This research used descriptive 
qualitative method and Collen Ward‟s Theory. Interview sheet as instrument  of 
the research to seven respondents who are studying at Alauddin State Islamic 
University of Makassar . The researcher found that there are four processes of 
culture shock experienced by Thailand students. Such as honeymoon phase is 
first stage because of infrastructure, hospitality, the custom, beautiful scenery, 
and learning process of the host country. The second is the crisis phases because 
of cross cultural differences in how people communicate.  The third is recovery 
phases, where they began recovery to accept, to resolve and to adjust their 
cultural differences. Finally is adjustment phase where they were enjoyed and 
accepted the cultural differences in the new environment. The resercher also 
found two effects of culture shock experienced by Thailand students. They are 
positive and negative effect. Based on the finding and discussion, the researcher 
concluded that Thailand students at Alauddin State Islamic University of 
Makassar experienced four processes and two effect of culture shock. The 
implication of this research is to give understanding about culture shock. 
Keywords: Culture Shock, Thailand students, Process, Effect. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter consists of background, problem statement, objective, 
significance, and scope of the research. 
A. Background 
Globalization is an inevitable fact that has influence not only in business 
world but also in the education field. Nowadays, there are a lot of prestigious 
programs of enhancing education quality of globalization era. Start from a wide 
variety of extracurricular until the student exchange program. The international 
students who take the exchange program are known as learners and as an individual 
that live or reside temporarily in another foreign country rather than their countries 
that enable them to participate in international education. 
As international students to adjust their new educational and social 
environment, they experience unique stress. They who study abroad often experience 
difficulties in many areas of life, such as language differences, financial conditions, 
academic stress, homesickness and social relationships with native students (Furnham 
and Bochner 1986: 41). 
Encountering new culture results the new and the interesting experience. 
Nevertheless, the process of encountering is usually accompanied with a phenomenon 
of culture shock especially when a sojourner stays abroad for a longer period of time. 
Cultural shock can make one loss his sense of well-being and it can result to anxiety, 
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misunderstanding new things, diverse experiences and all these can lead to depression 
(Omadona, 2011:4). 
The predominance of international student enrolments that take exchange 
student program from Asia is significant. As the Ministry of Religion through the 
Directorate General of Islamic Education receives and provides full scholarship to 50 
students from Thailand. This scholarship is part of the realizations of cooperation 
between the Ministry of Religion and Southern Border Provinces Administrative 
Centre (SBPAC) kingdom of Thailand. Ministry of Religion has provided scholarship 
to 50 Thailand students with composition 25 students for undergraduate, 15 students 
for postgraduate, and 15 students for postgraduate, and 10 students for doctor degree. 
Dede Rosyada, The director of Islamic Higher Education, said that “50 students will 
be studying in six of State Islamic Universities in Indonesia. They are State Islamic 
University of Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta (10 students), State Islamic University of 
Syarif Qasim Riau (8 students), State Islamic University of Sunan Kalijaya 
Yogyakarta (8 students), State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar (8 students), 
State Islamic University of Sunan Gunung Jati Bandung (8 students), State Islamic 
University of Maliki Malang (8 students)” (Rahmawati, 2014: 1). 
The purpose of the thesis is to describe the phenomenon of culture shock. This 
study specifically looks at the stage or process and the effect of culture shock of 
student‟s experienced. All sojourners go through all stages even if they stay in the 
new culture is limited. The stages of culture shock should be understood, which can 
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help people predict the difficulties they may experience in a new cultural 
environment.  
Based on the explanation above, the writer interested in investigating the 
culture shock experienced by Thailand students at Alauddin State Islamic University 
of Makassar while studying and living under Makassar‟s culture. 
B. Problem Statements 
  Based on the background, the problem is the international students who took 
the exchange program encounter the new culture is usually accompanied with a 
phenomenon of culture shock to adjust their life in the new environment. The 
researcher wanted to analyze the process and effect of culture shock experience. 
Thus, the researcher formulated the research questions as follows: 
1. How are the processes of culture shock experienced by Thailand students who 
are studying at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar? 
2. What are the effects of culture shock of Thailand students who are studying at 
Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar? 
C. Objective of the research 
Based on the research questions, the writer had several objectives in this 
research, as follows:  
1. To describe the process of culture shock experienced by Thailand students 
at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
2. To find out the effects of culture shock of Thailand students at Alauddin 
State Islamic University of Makassar. 
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D. Significance of  the Research 
  The significances of this research gave some benefits for the writer herself, 
student, society, and others to know more about culture shock. Therefore it increased 
our culture understanding of the person before move from one country to another 
country. Besides that, this research became a reference for other students who want 
to study about culture so they could make research on same topics based on the 
literary review. 
E. Scope of the Research 
  A number of important limitations of the study must be addressed.  In this 
research, the writer just focused on analyzing the culture shock, especially the 
processes or stages of culture shock by using Collen Ward‟s theory that has four 
stages.  The stages are the honeymoon, the crisis phases, the gradual recovery phase, 
and adjustment phases and also this research analyzing the effects of culture shock 
that devided be negative and positive effect that experienced by Thailand students at 
Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents the review of related literature, which deals with some 
previous findings, some pertinent ideas and conceptual framework. 
A. Previous Findings 
There are some previous findings that related to this research, but they have 
different objectives that will be discussed in this research, as follows:  
Ke Yu (2013) in his thesis,“Culture shock in youth exchange program 
Possible to be prepared?” The aim of this research is to find out the influence of 
culture shock and to which extent it could be prepared. The research strategy will be 
employed in this research should be qualitative, as well as two methods: first is the 
qualitative semi-structured interview about exchange experience and cultural values, 
and second is followed by a questionnaire as a supplement. The finding of this 
research are culture shock does bring negative psychological changes for exchange 
students in a cross-cultural transactions, but actually these negative aspects are 
possible to control and overcome and culture shock is possible to be prepared because 
to some degree culture could be learnt although it has been seen as an abstract issue. 
Chege (2013) in her thesis, “Encountering Differences: Study and Learning 
Environment Culture Shock in Finland.” The aim of this research is to find out what 
kinds of culture shock in studies and school environment the first year international 
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students from Asia experienced in their first year of study in Finland while studying 
and living under the Finnish culture. The research study is based on 
Phenomenological qualitative research method. The finding of the research study 
showed different motivational factors why the Asian international students chose to 
study outside their countries of origin. 
Xia (2009) in her International Journal of psychological studies, “Analysis of 
Impact of Culture Shock on Individual Psychology”. The purpose of this project is to 
describe the impact of culture shock on individual psychology and give specific 
solutions. There are two main methods to be considered in this period: understanding 
the four stages of culture shock and becoming familiar with the new culture. This 
results in a large amount of psychological stress such as depression, anxiety and 
feelings of helplessness. This paper has given five solutions and evaluations about 
how to deal with these symptoms caused by culture shock. The solutions are 
understand the four stages of culture shock features of a new culture, and becoming 
familiar with the new culture, self-confidence and optimism, accepting new cultures 
and seeking social support. 
After comparing these some researches, there is similar to the title which the 
researcher analyzed. The similarity of this research with some previous researchers 
above are talking about phenomena of culture shock and the difference of this 
research are the first previous finding focused on influence of culture shock and to 
which extent it could be prepared, the second is focused on kinds of culture shock in 
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studies and school environment the first year international students from Asia 
experienced in their first year of study in Finland, the last is the third focused on 
analyzing the impact of culture shock on individual psychology and give specific 
solutions, while the writer will focus on analyzing culture shock by Thailand students 
especially the processes and the affects of culture shock experienced by Thailand 
students at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
B. Some Pertinent Ideas 
1. Culture 
Culture has many definitions, and it affects everything people do in their 
society because of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns of 
behavior.  
The term culture originated from the Latin word 'cultura' that stems from the 
verb 'colere' meaning to cultivate. In the eighteen century the meaning of culture was 
linked to agriculture. In the nineteenth century the term became used in association 
with an individual and his or her education and in twentieth century it became a 
center of the concept of anthropology (Crhanova, 2001:6). 
Culture is defined as “the set of values, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and 
customs that distinguish a society (Mahoney et al., 2001: 373). Besides that, Culture 
refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experienced, beliefs, values, meanings, 
hierarchies, religion, nation of time, roles, sepatial relations, concept of the universe, 
material objects, and possessions acquired by a group of people in the course of 
generation through individual and group striving (Hostede in Maulida, 2013: 7). 
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Moreover, Culture is the total of the way of people, the social legacy the 
individual obtained from the group (Klluckhonk, 1949: 35). Besides that, Culture is 
defined in the present study as the learned social heritage that is covert and overt, 
implicit and explicit, conscious and unconscious, and serves as a model for 
perceiving, relating to, and interpreting reality (Dulebohn in Dehr, 2008: 16). 
Further, Culture is perceived as a system of competence, a set of symbols and 
knowledge that is shared by human beings or actors (Keesing in Gudykunts, 2003: 
42). 
Based on explanation above, the writer concluded that Culture is the set of 
values, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, customs, and law as the way of life of a society 
as social heritage is produced by human being to set and guide the life of society. 
2. Culture Shock 
 The term culture shock was first introduced by anthropologist Kalervo Oberg 
in the late 1950‟s who understood culture shock as a feeling of anxiety resulting from 
the new environment and lack of being aware what to do.Oberg defined Culture 
Shock as “anxiety that results from losing familiar signs and symbols of social 
intercourse, and their substitution by other cues that are strange” (Brown and 
Holloway 2008:34). 
 Moreover, Culture shock or the stress and “difficulties” that people experience 
is manifestation of the generic process that occurs whenever an individual's internal 
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capabilities are not adequate to the demands of the environment (Kim in Gudykunst, 
2005: 83). 
 Besides that, Pedersen (2004: 135) reveals that Culture shock is a 
psychological concern, characterized by symptoms such as anxiety, depression, 
sleeping problems, fatigue, irritability, loneliness, forgetfulness, nostalgia, and 
feelings of not fitting. 
 Further, according to Kohls (2001:91) Culture shock is the term used to 
describe the reactions to the psychological disorientation that is experienced by most 
individual when they move for an extend period of time into a culture that is doiffer 
from their own.  
 Based on explanation above, the writer concluded that Culture shock is the 
feeling surprise, anxiety or feeling of disorientation experienced by someone who is 
suddenly subjected to an unfamiliar culture. It is the process of initial adjustment to 
an unfamiliar environment. 
3. The process of Culture Shock 
The process of culture shock can be illustrated by a model known as the U- 
curve and W-curve. Many people go through different phases of the process of 
adjustment several times. There are some phases of adjustment comprise the process 
of culture shock. 
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a. Oberg‟s Culture Shock Model 
 The stages of culture shock when entering a new culture is typically 
categorized into four different phases: the honeymoon or traveler phase, the crises 
phase, the adjustment and gradual recovery phase, and the adaptation phase (Oberg, 
1960: 142). 
1) The honeymoon or traveler phase 
During this phase, which may last from a few days, a few weeks to six months, 
individuals who enter a new culture are like those people who visit other cultures for 
honeymoon, holidays, or business. They enjoy the differences between the home and 
the host culture including new foods, the people's habits, the buildings, and the 
language. Although they might experience anxiety and stress, they see the difference 
in a romantic light as interesting, amazing, and exciting (Oberg, 1960: 143). 
2) The crises phase 
The honeymoon phase does not normally last long if the individuals remain in 
a foreign culture and have difficulties (crises) dealing with real-life circumstances. 
The sense of pleasure and positive impression of the new culture will sooner or later 
end and may turn into anxiety, frustration, tension, and helplessness, or lead the 
individuals to have an unreceptive and aggressive attitude to the host culture .The 
longer the individuals live in a new culture, the more the differences between the 
home and the host culture will be apparent. During the crises phase, Oberg wrote that 
a series of difficulties might emerge related to such things as school, language (new 
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language meanings, new non verbal communications), house, transportation, and 
shopping troubles. 
Additionally, in this phase, the reactions and responses to the cultural 
differences may lead individuals to criticize the host culture (words, gestures, facial 
expressions, customs, or norms) and its people subjectively as though the host did not 
understand their difficulties and concerns and as though the host had created special 
difficulties or uneasiness for them. 
3) The adjustment and gradual recovery phase 
During this phase, the negative reactions and responses to the differences between 
the home and the host culture will slowly be reduced. Instead of criticizing the host 
culture (words, gestures, facial expressions, customs, or norms) and its people, 
individuals who come to the new culture start to meet the cultural differences by 
beginning to accept the new culture and by developing positive attitude to the host 
culture, and by developing problem-solving skills for dealing with cultural 
challenges. They may still have cultural difficulties and concerns, but once they are 
successful in understanding and recognizing that the difficulties are as a result of their 
lack of ability to understand, accept, and adjust to the host culture, they begin 
opening the way into the new cultural environment. 
4) The adaptation phase 
Oberg wrote that during this phase or stage, individuals might attain stable 
adaptation, might acculturate with the host culture including the words, gestures, 
facial expressions, customs, or norms, and might consider them “as just another way 
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of living” (Oberg, 1960: 178). They know what to expect in most situations, how to 
manage cultural difficulties, and how to resolve the problems in the host culture. 
Once they go back to their home culture, they might miss all things in the host 
culture. 
b. Collen Ward‟s culture shock model 
According to Ward (2001: 81) culture shock can be described as consisting of 
four distinct phases: Honeymoon, Crisis, Recovery and Adjustment. These phases are 
illustrated through U-curve theory, where many theories depict how persons adapt to 
new cultural environment.  
1) Honeymoon Phase  
The first stage always contains excitement, amazement and euphoria and that 
are called „Honeymoon‟ it emphasis on the first reactions fascination (Ward, 
2001:81). The persons will experience this phase from beginning of first moving to 
the new environment. During Honeymoon period, the differences between the old and 
new culture are seen in a romantic side. They will feel happy, beautiful and excited 
with everything round their new experiences, when the first time persons arrive to a 
new country, they might love the facilities, beautiful sceneries and good 
infrastructures. During the first day, most people are fascinated by the new culture. 
This phase eventually ends, like most honeymoon periods. 
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2) Crisis Phase 
The second stage is a situation with the unknown and the negative aspects of 
the event: nervous, anxiety and confusion set in Marx (1999: 11). After some time 
(usually around several days, depending on the Individual), differences between the 
old and new culture become apparent and might create anxiety. It is called Crisis. 
Martin and Nkayam (2010: 328) explain this phase as a relatively feeling of 
disorientation to the unfamiliarity of environment. The excitement may eventually 
give way to unpleasant feelings as one continues to experience unfavorable that may 
be perceived as strange Furthermore, everything that is found in the new place to be 
horrible because they are not still used to the new environment and meet people with 
whom they are not familiar every day. This phase is showing the negative effect of 
culture shock. According to Ward (2001: 81) crisis is characterized by feelings of 
nervous with unfamiliar ways of custom and fear with some differences in new 
country. The differences might be come from the some aspects of interaction with the 
host of country that include cross cultural differences in how people communicate.  
As Ward (2001: 53) states that there are consistent and systematic cultural 
differences in the way in which people send and receive information. When person 
from two different culture meet, they will have difficulty in communicating with one 
another to the extent that their respective „codes; differ. As Novinger (2001:52) states 
the process of verbal communication through language, communication also takes 
place through the process of nonverbal social behavior. We need to take a close look 
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at the potential obstacles to intercultural communication created by nonverbal 
communication processes.  
Ward (2001:57) divides three elements of non-verbal communication include are: 
a) Mutual Gaze 
According to Ward (2001:57) cultures has an explicit role about eye behavior 
such as staring and lowering the eyes. Besides Novinger (2001:65)    called mutual 
ayes as eye contact. The same behavior can have different. Meaning in different 
cultures giving rise to interpretation. 
b) Bodily Contact 
Argyle in Ward (2001: 57) states that cultures vary in the extent to which they 
allow bodily contact. In non-contact societies, touching is only allowed under very 
restricted conditions, such as within the family, in brief handshake with strangers, or 
in specialized role relationship. 
c) Gesture 
Gesture is a sign that represents a specific meaning in a culture. Some 
gestures are used in one culture and not in others. Furthermore, the same gesture has 
quite diverse, indeed opposite meanings in different cultures. 
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Moreover, Novinger (2001:57) classifies non-verbal process of 
communication which includes: Context, Chronemics, Kinesics (body motion 
communication), Proxemics, Immediacy, Vocalics and Physical Characteristics. 
a) Context 
Many obstacles to communication arise between high- and low-context 
cultures. Contextual communication takes place not only through nonverbal behavior, 
it also relies on knowledge that has been internalized by the communicators. 
b) Chronemics 
Punctuality and waiting time are important elements of informal time, but 
what constitutes acceptable punctuality or waiting time can vary by culture and by 
situation. The difference in perception of time greatly affects cross-cultural com-
munication and frequently generates misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and ill will. 
Different perceptions of acceptable punctuality and waiting time can cause people to 
take offense where none was intended. 
c) Kinesics (body motion communication) 
Touch can cause misunderstanding in intercultural communication. In 
Thailand, one does not touch another in public, and one never touches on the head.
 
Gender roles also influence touching rituals. Culture carefully dictates the variations 
of acceptable touch. An orthodox Jew or a fundamentalist Muslim will not shake 
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hands with (touch) a woman as a greeting or when being introduced, because such 
touch of a nonfamily female is not culturally permitted. 
d) Proxemics(space sense) 
People communicate with space far more than is consciously apparent, and 
space affects behavior differently in different cultures.
 
Informal space includes the 
distance maintained in interpersonal encounters, which varies culturally.
 
In some 
cultures people stand and sit very close when interacting, and they make negative 
judgments such as coldness, condescension, or disinterest about those who interact at 
a greater distance. 
e) Immediacy 
The nonverbal cues most often associated with immediacy have to do with a 
person‟s sense of space, such as interpersonal distance, and with body motion 
communication, such as touch, gaze, body lean, and head and body orientation 
(facing).  
f) Physical Characteristics  
Physical Characteristics contains artifact and physical appearance. Artifact is 
the extensions or tools of physical self. People communicate, consciously or 
unconsciously, by extensions of themselves,
 
such as their dress, gifts, property, 
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jewelry, even briefcases or cars. While physical appearance is a person's physical 
feature. It is as hair and skin color or other physic. 
g) Vocalics 
Vocalics indicate how something is said, rather than the actual meaning of the 
words and can be divided into four categories.
 
They are Vocal Characterizers. 
Characterizers are vocalizations such as laughing, crying, yelling, moaning, whining, 
belching, and yawning. A belch can signify having eaten well, or that one has bad 
manners.
 
The second is Vocal qualifiers. Volume, pitch, rhythm, tempo, resonance, 
and tone are vocal qualifiers. Qualifiers such as voice volume, pitch, and tone give 
this false impression. The third is Vocal Rate is the speed at which people speak. A 
fast talker may be viewed as glib and untrustworthy in one culture but as intelligent 
and involved in another.
 
The last is Vocal segregates. Sounds such as “un-huh,” 
“shhh,” “ooh,” “uh,” and “mmh” are vocal segregates.
 
3) Recovery phase  
  After some time, person begin accustomed to the new culture and develop the 
duly routines It is called Recovery. Recovery is the stage where persons will try to 
understand the culture in a new environment and to adapt the habits on the 
environment. As Ward (2001: 81) states that recovery is including crisis resolution 
and culture learning. 
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  Culture learning occurs when persons who previously experienced culture 
shock began to get calm in living daily life. They begin to interact to the host country 
because of adaptability process. According to Novinger (2001:161) adaptability is the 
capability to adapt the attribute of the psychic system to meet the demands of the 
environment, and to manage cultural differences. 
  Thus, Recovery stage is important because it can develop problem solving 
skills for facing with the culture. If persons begin to accept the culture's way's with 
positive attitude, negative reactions and responses to the culture will reduce. 
4) Adjustment Phase 
In Adjustment stage individuals are able to participate fully and, comfortably 
in the host culture. It is reflecting enjoyment and functional competence (Ward, 
2001:81). 
Moreover, Kevinsky (2010:8) states that the persons will begin to adjust and 
to accept the new culture in a new environment as a new lifestyle. Besides things 
become more normal even though, it does not really become normal when persons 
face honeymoon phase previously, for instance the Sojourners may have the 
capability to manage themselves and self confidence. 
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Figure I. U- Curve 
c. Gullahorn and Gullahorn„s W curve model 
The W-Curve, created by Gullahorn & Gullahorn simply adds another “U” to 
the U-Curve model. This second U depicts the sojourner‟s experience upon her/his 
return home. It suggests that, once home, she/he again experiences a negative 
emotional dip during the re-entry process, but regains a positive outlook as time 
passes. The U- and W-Curves are an attractive way to show general emotional ups 
and downs that occur during the sojourn; however, they are not applicable to 
everyone‟s experience (Gullahorn & Gullahorn in Niesen, 2010: 13). 
Gullahorn and Gullahorn„s W curve process, where a participant first enters 
the spectator phase (initial euphoria of simply enjoying the sights and newness of the 
environment), and then the crisis phase (discovering the little language known is not 
enough and develops coping strategies to deal with stress). After the crisis stage, the 
study abroad participant goes through the recovery stage where he or she regains 
confidence and begins to feel more comfortable in the host environment. The 
complete recovery stage follows the recovery stage where the participant feels 
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comfortable enough to enjoy being in the host environment. The last and final stage is 
when the participant returns to the home environment. Gullahorn and Gullahorn 
extended the U to a W to incorporate the reentry process back into the home culture. 
The W hypothesis proposed that individuals go through the same phases 
(honeymoon, crisis, recovery, and adjustment) upon reentering their home culture 
(Gullahorn and Gullahorn in Niesen, 2010: 13). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure II. W-Curve 
Based on some the models of culture shock above, the writer will focus on the 
U- Curve model of Collen Ward. Ward (2001:8) remarks the stages are the 
honeymoon, the crisis phases, the gradual recovery phase, and adjustment phases.  
4. Effect of the Phase of Culture Shock 
The effects of culture shock can be shown when the persons are far from their 
own country, they are far from the place that is considered as "home", and they far 
from the environment and their own custom. Based on these conditions, they cannot 
be able to participate in their new life so that it can bring the negative effect to the 
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person. But persons will learn the new condition to continue their life. It is called as 
adaptation. If persons can accept the dissimilarity and learn the new environment, 
they will get the positive effect of culture shock. 
a. Positive Effect  
In the U-curve theory, the positive effect can be shown when the first time the 
sojourners arrives in new country that called honeymoon phase and after adaptation 
process in recovery phase. According to (Ward, 2001: 81l) first phase always brings 
the effects of excitement and amazement to Sojourners. Because they might love the 
new people, beautiful scenery and good infrastructure in new environment 
Excitement is a feeling of great enthusiasm, eagerness and interest and exhilaration. 
While amazement is a feeling of great surprise and wonder. The feeling of being 
incredulity after sojourners learn and adapt the new culture in recovery phase, they 
can bring the positive effect of their life.  
As Ward (2001:77) explains that expectation experience attests to the 
psychological preparation required to cope with potentially stressful life changes, and 
it may positively affect subsequent appraisals of stressful situation, build confidence 
and alleviate anxiety. 
The positive effect of culture shock includes the capability to manage self, self 
confidence, good social interaction and life changes. According to Ward (2001:79) 
life changes is changing the self to suit the environment while good social interaction 
means a dynamic changing sequence of social action between individuals or group in 
intercultural communication. 
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Sojourners try to change their life after they experience culture shock for 
example when they live in hometown, they are prude people but after they live in new 
environment they may become aggressive. As Ward (2001:71) adds the factor 
affecting stress and adjustment of culture shock are life changes through acculturation 
process for example eating practice or type of clothes. 
Based on the explanations above, the writer concluded that the positive affect 
can be reached in honeymoon and recovery phase. Those affects include excitement, 
good social interaction and life changes: 
1) Excitement: a feeling of great enthusiasm, eagerness and interest and 
exhilaration 
2) Amazement: a feeling of great surprise and wonder or the feeling of being 
astonished and incredulity.  
3) Good social interaction: a dynamic changing sequence of social action 
between individuals or groups in intercultural communication.  
4) Life changes: the change of person's life through adaptation process. 
b. Negative Effect  
Culture shock is the negative case that is faced by someone when own 
country differ from the new country. As Oberg in (Kristian, 2013:1) considers 
culture shock as a disease that occur when someone move to one country. The 
culture learning or behavioral component of " culture shock' is also related too 
much of the negative affect associated with culture contact. Conversely, 
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people who are nervous, depressed and withdrawn are less likely to make 
efforts to develop culture appropriate skills.  
From explanations above the writer saw any negative effect that is 
contained in the word culture shock. The negative effects of culture shock can 
be shown in the crisis phase. The effects occur when persons feel the customs 
that are different from their own custom.  Furthermore, everything that is 
found in the new place becomes horrible because they are not still used to the 
new environment and meet people with whom they are not familiar every day. 
Ward (2001:81) characterizes the effect of culture shock is by feeling 
of nervous with unfamiliar ways of custom and fear with some differences in 
new country.  
In unfamiliar situation we often feel anxious. We have no idea what is 
we do not know whether we will be able to cope automatic responses in 
international encounters. It is therefore normal to feel nervous and to worry. 
Based on explanation above, the writer considered that nervousness as 
one of the negative effect of culture shock. It occurs when persons do not 
know how to express the feeling and emotion and how to accept the different 
customs. 
Moreover, Marx (1999:5) demonstrates that working in a new culture 
can produce the reactions of confusion about what to do and feeling isolated 
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to rejecting members of the new custom, confusion is a feeling of unable to 
understand something clearly. In other word, it is the state of being 
bewildered or unclear in person‟s mind about something. 
Feeling isolated means that feeling set or kept apart from others in 
different culture. As Marx (1999:27) back to explain that if persons do not 
feel confident, they do not want to interact with anyone else. They become 
socially withdraw and isolated. As a sequence, they do not build essential 
relationship with other people. 
The writer stressed that when person have to accept the new cultural 
value in their new surrounding, they have to feel the bad effects of that 
condition. Those are fearness and homesick. Fearness is a feeling of an 
unpleasant that is caused by the belief that someone or something is 
dangerous while homesick is the feeling of distress or impairment that is 
caused by an actual separation from home. It occurs because persons are far 
from their family and home. 
Based on the explanations above, the writer concluded that the 
negative effects can be reached in crisis phase. Those effects include 
nervousness, fearness, confusion, feeling isolated and homesick. 
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1) Nervousness: a feeling of worry of persons when they do not know to 
express the feeling and emotion and how to accept the different 
customs. 
2) Fearness : a feeling of an unpleasant that a is caused by the belief that 
someone or something in new environment is dangerous. 
3) Confusion: a feeling of unable to understand something clearly. In 
other word, it is the state of being bewildered or unclear in person‟s 
mind about something. 
4) Feeling isolated: feeling set or kept apart from others in different 
culture. As consequence, persons do not build essential relationship 
with other people. 
5) Homesick: a feeling of distress or impairment that is caused by an 
actual separation from home. It occurs because persons are away from 
their family and home. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
 This chapter focused on the research method, location, population and 
sample, instrument of the research, procedure of data collection, and technique of 
data analysis. 
A. Method of the Research 
In this research, the writer used the qualitative method. According to Miller 
(2000: 9), qualitative research based on meaning expressed through words, and 
collection results in non-standardized data requiring classification into categories 
and analysis conducted through the use of conceptualization.  
 Qualitative research is a form of social inquiry that focus on the way 
people interpret and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they 
live, the aim of it this method is to understand the social reality of individuals, 
groups and cultures (Holloway, 1997:2). 
 The Researcher used qualitative approach to explore the experiences of 
Thailand students at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
B. Place  and Time of the Research 
 The study conducted in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar 
and the time of the research on April 2015. 
C. Participant of the research 
 There are some Thailand students at Alauddin State Islamic University of 
Makassar where they come from some different departments. They are from public 
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health (1 student), Arabic Literature (2 students), Arabic Education (3 students), 
Islamic Education (2 students), English Education (4 students), and Information and 
Technology Departments (1 student). 
In this research, the writer did not take all of Thailand students as the 
participant. The writer took 6 students. The participants of this research took by 
purposive sampling. It chooses the participants that based on certain purpose 
(Sugiyono,2013:85). It means the participants that based on consideration that 
knowing the Indonesian Language. 
D. Instrument of the Research 
 The instrument in this research was interview sheet to collect the data. The 
interview sheet contents questions related to this thesis that has been asked to the 
THhailand students.  
  Interview has function to find out description of the experience of 
Thailand students included the process of culture shock and the effects of culture 
shock, digital recorder has a function to record the interview and note taking has 
function to transcribe the recorder. 
E. Procedure of Data Collection 
 There are procedures which have been done in collecting data, the 
researcher would collect data that interpreted in the following ways:  
1. The researcher came to the resource to interview about their experience 
during living in Makassar culture. 
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2. Before beginning the interview, the researcher explained the aims of the 
research to the students. 
3. Then, the researcher interviewed the Thailand students that included in 
sample with give the questions that have been prepared. 
4. The researcher recorded the interview by using digital recorder.  
5. After interviewing all Thailand students, the writer transcribed the result of 
interview in recorder by using note taking 
F. Technique of Data Analysis  
As Daymon and Haloway in Kevinzky (2011:09) states that after the data is 
written into the transcript form (verbatim), then it conducted a thematic analysis. 
After collecting the data, researchers conducted three phases as follows: 
1. Reading the verbatim and providing coding (open coding)  
2. Collecting, selecting, or classifying the results into a table matrix that have 
prepared (Axial coding) by using Ward‟s theory. It contents process and 
effects of culture shock 
3. Analyzing the information that has been selected in the matrix table into 
descriptive writing (selective coding). 
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  CHAPTER IV  
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter consists of two parts. They are the presentation of the result 
found in the field and the discussion that explain the findings in the second section. 
The Findings of the data analysis covered the description of the result of the analysis 
through interview where they are divided into two aspects on the problem statements 
about the process of culture shock and the effects of culture shock experienced by 
Thailand Students in States Islamic University and then discuss them in another 
section.   
A. Findings 
This part consists of the finding to answer the research questions which show 
culture shock experienced by Thailand students studying at State Islamic University 
of Alauddin Makassar. Ward (2001:81) remarks that the process of culture shock can 
be described as consisting of four distinct phases: Honeymoon, crisis, recovery, and 
adjustment through U- curve theory. Furthermore, the U-curve theory contains 
positive and negative effects of culture shock. Through this model, two effects of 
culture shock are appeared. 
1. Honeymoon Phase  
The person experienced this phase from beginning of first moving to the new 
environment.  
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a. Hospitality 
Some Thailand students experienced Honeymoon Phases because of the 
hospitality. It was showed by the bold datum below. It is represented by student 1. 
“Hmmm….Something made me excited is the hospitality of people here. (Datum 
1) Ya…Someday I had visited my friend‟s home in his village. And you know 
there… their way to welcome the guest was very kind”.  
The datum above showed that it is the excitement. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock 
b. Infrastructure  
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced honeymoon 
phase because of the infrastructure. It is represented by student 2. 
“Hmmm…when the first time I was here, in Makassar, Alhamdulillah I felt surprise 
to see the buildings.  They were big, a lot, and beautiful (Datum 2). Extremely 
strange, I was interested to take the picture….” 
The datum above showed that it is the amazement. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock. 
c. Custom 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced honeymoon 
phase because of the custom.  T It is represented by student 3. She said that: 
“Hmm… I was happy to make a friend with the people here because they were 
friendly and have good custom (Datum 3). Such as when they were passing in front 
of the others, they were asking permission while saying tabe‟. As like they were 
humble and respectful with the others, I was happy and interested to see it”. 
The datum above showed that it is the excitement. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock 
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d. Beautiful scenery 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced honeymoon 
phase because of the beautiful scenery.  It is represented by student 4
.
 
“Hmm the first time I went to the Akkarena beach, I felt another atmosphere than the 
Thailand‟s beach. It had black sand…yah..it was made me amaze . Unlike in 
Thailand, there… the sand is white. The water also was clear here. There were many 
burn fishes at the side of the beach. We could enjoy the beautiful scenery while we 
ate the fish. It was made me happy...hehehe…”(Datum 4). 
The datum above showed that it is the amazement. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock. 
e. learning process 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced honeymoon 
phase because of the learning process.  It is represented by student 1. He said that: 
“O ya….I felt enthusiast and had a good spirit when I saw the learning process in 
the class (datum 5). It was interesting I thought. The teacher gave opportunity to the 
students to comment or expressed our opinion although our opinion was not right, but 
in Thailand if the teacher asked us to give the opinion or asked something, 
hmmm…some of us just kept silent. But here… the students were really enthusiasts”. 
The datum above showed that it is the excitement. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock. 
2. Crisis phase 
This phase is negative case that was faced by the sojourners when their own 
country was different from the new country. 
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a. Language 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phase because different language of the host culture. It was experienced by six 
Thailand students as the participants in this research. It is represented by Student 1, 
He said that: 
“When the first time I stayed and met with the local people here.., I felt so 
confused… because I couldn‟t speak Indonesian language (datum 6) and there 
were not many people here could speak English”.  
The datum above showed that he was confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
b. The way in wearing clothes 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phase because different way in wearing clothes of the host culture. It is represented 
by student 2.  He said that: 
“when I began to stay here, hmm…something that made me confused was moslem 
and non muslem. We could not differentiate which one is moslem which one is 
non muslim because their way in wearing clothes was very different between in 
Thailand (datum 7). Over there, certainly the moslem wore the veil. But here, I saw 
not all the moslem. Ya… I was shocked and confused when I saw the girl who didn‟t 
wear the veil then she got in the mosquito to take a pray”.  
The datum above showed that it is the confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
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c. Space 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phase because Space in interaction of the host culture. It is represented by student 5.  
He said that: 
“The girl and the man here, there were not limited among them. They were too close. 
Hmmm…I felt confused to see it. ya.. Some of them did not have distance in 
interaction...”(datum 8) 
The datum above showed that it is the confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
d. Touch 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phases because touch between the people in the host culture. It is represented by 
student 6.  She said that: 
“Greeting‟s way here made me bit shock and confused because I saw the people 
shake hand each other who are not muhrim (datum 9).  In Thailand I never saw 
except non moslem”. 
The datum above showed that it is the confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
e. Food 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phases because the food people in the host culture. It is represented by student 4.  She 
said that: 
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“I felt sad, confused, and felt anxiety because of food here (datum 10). The taste 
was not good for me. Ya…It was not like in Thailand, I got soybean cake at the first 
time. It was strange taste. I was not used to eat it and also the food here was mostly 
spicy and sweet”. 
The datum above showed that it is the confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
f. Punctuality  
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phases because the punctuality of the host culture. It is represented by student 1.  He 
said that: 
“hmm….there was something that made me confused is the rubber time (datum 
11).  Waah… it was ever made me felt stress and confused”. 
The datum above showed that it is the confusion. It is in negative effect of culture 
shock. 
g. Vocalic 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the crisis 
phases because the different vocalic between the host culture. It is represented by 
student 5.  He said that: 
 “I was confused because the way of speaking here was fast and they have loud 
voice (datum 12). It was be a problem for me”. 
The datum above showed that it is the confusion and feeling isolated. It is in negative 
effect of culture shock. 
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3. Recovery Phase 
In this phase, the person began to resolve and learned about the differences 
culture in the host culture. 
a. Language 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. Thailand students began to learned and understood about the language of the 
host culture. It represented by student 1. He said that:  
“Hmm…when I‟ve not understood Indonesian language yet to communicate, I 
sometimes used English… but I thought most people here didn‟t understand it….So I 
learned Indonesian language so that the people here could understand what I 
meant (datum 13). Many efforts that I‟ve done such us often reading the Indonesian‟s 
book and news, listening the music and the people speak with Indonesian language, 
watching Indonesian movie, always talking with friends by using Indonesian”. 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock. 
b. Clothes  
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. Thailand student do the culture learning by asking the other people about their 
way in wearing the clothes. It is represented by student 4. She said that: 
“I thought that it was their habit in wearing the clothes. So I asked to the others 
about their habit here including their way in wearing clothes (datum 14), shaking 
hand and their space in interaction”. 
The datum above showed that it is good social interaction. It is in positive effect of 
culture shock. 
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c. Space 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. Thailand students began to learn their habit by asking about the host culture. It 
represented by student 5. He said that:  
…”Ya…maybe it was their culture, so I asked my friend about their habit like that 
(datum 15), but I didn‟t follow them like shaking hand and I have to keep the space 
with them also”. 
It showed that it is good social interaction. It is in positive effect of culture shock. 
d. Touch 
Thailand students experienced the recovery phase. The bold datum below 
showed that there was Thailand student followed the custom by shaking hand in host 
culture. It showed by student 1.
. 
He said: 
“Hmm…When I saw the handshake‟s culture here, I asked to senior, could we do the 
shaking hand with the woman? And they said it was allowed actually…. by hanafi 
persuasion and you know…now sometimes I shake hand with woman 
senior..”(datum 16). 
It showed that it is life change. It is in positive effect of culture shock. 
e. Food 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. Thailand students began to eat the food in the host culture. It represented by 
student 4
th
. She said that:  
“and about the foods, in spite of it was strange, I tried to eat and always tried it” 
(datum 17). 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
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f. Punctuality 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. Thailand students tried to use to waiting. It represented by student 2. He said 
that: 
“I just waited them and tried to be usual in waiting for long time. (datum 18). 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock”.  
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
g. Vocalic 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the recovery 
phase. They begin to solve their difficulties by keep their interaction. It is represented 
by student 1. He said that: 
“I just asked to my friends who spoke with me to be slowly or repeat what are 
they talking about” (datum 19). 
It showed that it is good social interaction. It is in positive effect of culture shock 
4. Adjustment 
In the last phase, individuals enjoyed all the differences and difficulties of the 
new culture in new environment. 
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a. Language 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. They have known and understood the Indonesian language. It 
represented by student 1. He said that: 
“I‟m not fear and worry anymore to communicate with the others.  Now I can enjoy 
communicating with the others here because I‟ve known enough about Indonesian 
language and known Makassar and Bugis language little a bit. Hahaha…” (datum 
20). 
The datum above showed that it is life change. It is in positive effect of culture shock. 
b. The way of wearing clothes 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. Thailand students have been enjoy facing the woman did no use 
the veil or whose wore short veil and pants tightly. It is represented by student 4
th
. 
She said that: 
“…now I was not confused anymore and didn‟t felt strange to face something 
like that (datum 21). It was as usual for me”. 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
c. Space 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. Thailand students have enjoyed facing the distance of the people in 
interaction. It represented by student 6
. 
She said that: 
“They are too free between man and women. There is not limitation. It was not based 
on Islam learning. But as long as, I could be enjoy facing it (datum 22). Maybe it 
has been usual for me”. 
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The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
d. Touch 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. Thailand student have been enjoyable if they saw the woman and 
man shaking hand. It is represented by student 3. She said that: 
“So it‟s feeling nice now... I also have understood their habit included shaking 
hand between woman and man” (datum 23). 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
e. Food 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. They were accustomed and enjoy the taste of food of the host 
culture. It is represented by student 4. She said that: 
“.Hmmm…about the food here, maybe it become as usual, so I‟ve been enjoy it” 
(datum 24). 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
f. Punctuality 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. They have enjoyed with the habit of rubber time of the people in 
the host culture.  It is represented by student 2. He said that:  
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…”the usual of the rubber time so that it was not a matter for me more. I am not 
worry about waiting for long time (datum 25). It was as usual for me now”. 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
g. Vocalic 
The bold datum below showed that Thailand students experienced the 
adjustment phase. They have enjoyed with the way of speaking of the people in the 
host culture. It is represented by student 1. He said that: 
…”the way of speaking whose speak with the loud voice and fast, it has been a 
usual for me now” (datum 26). 
The datum above showed that it is the life change. It is in positive effect of culture 
shock.  
B. Discussion 
1. Culture shock experienced by Thailand students at State Islamic 
University of Alauddin Makassar. 
a. Honeymoon Phase 
According to Ward (2001:81), the first stage emphasizes on the first reactions 
of fascination. Most people are fascinated by the new culture. The person will 
experience this phase from beginning of first moving to the new environment. They 
will feel happy, beautiful and excited with everything round their new experiences, 
when the first time persons arrive to a new country, they might love the facilities, 
beautiful sceneries and good infrastructures. 
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Based on the finding, the writer found that there were four kinds of 
honeymoon phase indicating that Thailand students experience this phase when they 
entered in Makassar at the first time.  Such as the people‟s hospitality, infrastructure, 
the custom, and the learning process in class, as follows: 
1) Hospitality  
Datum 1 showed that student 1, 3, 4, and 6 experienced the honeymoon phase 
because of the hospitality. They met with some kind and friendly people.  
2) Infrastructure 
Based on the result, the writer inferred that infrastructures were included in a 
honeymoon phase that was experienced by student 2, 3, 4, and 5. It was showed by 
datum 2. They looked at the different infrastructure between their country and the 
host country. They described a lot of and great buildings in Makassar.  
3) Beautiful scenery 
Datum 3 showed that student 2 and student 6 experienced the honeymoon 
phase because of the good scenery. They explained the beautiful sight in Makassar.  
4) Custom 
Datum 4
th
 showed that student 3 and student 4 experienced the honeymoon 
phase because of the custom. They excited to see the good custom such as when the 
people passed and said tabe‟. 
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5) Learning process 
Datum 5 showed that there was Thailand student experience the honeymoon 
phase because of the learning process because for the first time, he experienced most 
of the students were active and enthusiast in learning process in class room. It was 
experienced by student 1. 
 In this case, the writer concluded that all Thailand students as the participants 
experienced the honeymoon phase. 
b. Crisis Phases 
This phase is the second stage of culture shock where experiences unknown and 
negative aspects. The differences might come from the some aspects of interaction 
with the host of country that include cross cultural differences in how people 
communicate. When person from two different cultures meet, they will have 
difficulty in communicating with one another to the extent that their perspective‟s 
codes differ.  
As Novinger (2001:52) says that the process of verbal communication through 
language, communication also takes place through the process of nonverbal social 
behavior. We need to take a close look at the potential obstacles to intercultural 
communication created by nonverbal communication processes. 
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Based on the finding, the writer found that there were seven elements of the 
intercultural communication that caused the Thailand students experienced culture 
shock as a crisis phases, Such as language, clothes, space, touch, food, punctuality, 
and vocalic, as follows: 
1) Language 
Language is an element which is highly significant in one‟s interaction and 
closeness with other people we come in contact with. It is a tool used to communicate 
with people in a society (Zhang and Mi, 2010: 24).  Most common problem 
international students face is language barrier, not having the language skills make 
international students feel down and rejected from the new environment. 
Language barriers are the major problems for the Sojourners when they are in 
the new culture. They were depressed and homesick due to lack of language and it 
caused them to feel isolated in their new environment. 
The Thailand students as the international students faced the difficulties in 
communication on their arrival in Makassar. One of the difficulties was language 
barrier. It was experienced by all Thailand students as the informants. Datum 6
 
showed that student 1 had not still understood about Indonesian language yet at his 
first time in Makassar. He was fear to begin communication with the others. It was 
also experienced by student 2, when he was in Makassar he was not able to 
communicate in learning process and shopping. Moreover, student 3 faced difficulties 
to communicate with the local people because in the first time, she often was used to 
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speak by Melayu language but most of the local people just understood Indonesian 
language. Besides that, the student 4, 5, and 6
 
experienced the same thing. 
2) Clothes 
According to Sepora (2012:234), there are elements of culture such as 
language, rituals, clothes, science, beliefs and values connect people together. Persons 
in different cultures communicate, consciously or unconsciously are affected by 
extension of themselves such as their dress, gifts, property or jewelry (Novinger in 
Rahmatia, 2012: 14).  Different country may be showed different dress, for example, 
informal dress that is acceptable in one culture but it may be considered as impolite, 
unattractive and unsuitable in other cultures. Moreover, according to Anne (2013:7) 
the muslim society is among the largest in the world with very specific rules about 
dress code and religion. It made the Thailand students felt confused and shocked 
toward the way of people wearing the clothes in Makassar. It was not based on the 
Islamic learning where Makassar as the majority muslim of its country. 
 The crisis phase was showed by some Thailand student. Datum 7 showed that 
student 2 could not differentiate muslim and non muslim. For the first time, he found 
muslim did not wear the veil to take a pray in the mosque and they mostly wore tight 
clothes and pants. Then, the student 1, 4, 5, and 6 experienced the same thing, they 
looked that the appearance of Muslim here was different between in Thailand. There 
are some women did not close their genital and most of them wear the short veil.  
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3) Space 
According to Novinger (2001:52) people communicate with space far more 
than is consciously apparent, and space affects behavior differently in different 
cultures. Informal space includes the distance maintained in interpersonal encounters, 
which varies culturally. Personal space is the distance someone wants between 
himself/herself and other people in ordinary, non-intimate interchanges (Nicholas, 
2010: 56). Even within a culture, some people like more personal space than do 
others. In many cultures, people who are of the same age and sex take less personal 
space than do mixed-age or mixed-sex groups.  
In this case, some of the Thailand students experienced crisis phase because 
for the first time he found most of people in Makassar were too close with woman 
and men even they were not muhrim. It was experienced by student 1, 2, 3, and 5.  
Datum 8 showed that there was not limited between women and men. They often saw 
some of men rode along with woman and embraced each other. 
4) Touch 
Argyle in Ward (2001: 57) states that cultures vary in the extent to which they 
allow bodily contact. In non-contact societies, touching is only allowed under very 
restricted conditions, such as within the family, in brief handshake with strangers, or 
in specialized role relationship. Culture carefully dictates the variations of acceptable 
touch. Some people shake hands in greeting but otherwise do not like to be touched at 
all, except by family members or lovers. 
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In Thailand, one does not touch another in public, and one never touches on 
the head.An orthodox Jew or a fundamentalist Muslim will not shake hands with 
(touch) a woman as a greeting or when being introduced, because such touch of a 
nonfamily female is not culturally permitted. It occurred toward with the Thailand 
students as the new sojourners in Makassar. Datum 9 showed that they saw the 
strange thing when people met and greeted by shaking hand with the other where they 
never saw in their country except they were not moslem. It was experience by student 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
5) Food 
In each Culture, people may prefer certain foods, food preparation methods, 
and food combinations for meals and snacks (Randall: 1989). International student as 
sojourners will taste the different foods in host country. It showed by some Thailand 
students. They were student 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The datum 10 described that Thailand 
students found Soybean cake in the first time. They also tasted some strange foods in 
Makassar. Most of the food tasted spicy and sweet. They felt difficult to eat it. 
6) Punctuality 
As Novinger (2001: 60-61) states that punctuality and waiting time are 
important elements of informal time, but what constitutes acceptable punctuality or 
waiting time can vary by culture and by situation. The difference in perception of 
time greatly affects cross cultural communication and frequently generates 
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misunderstanding, misinterpretation. According to Randall (1989: 7) other cultures 
are less oriented around being “on time.”  
Based on explanation above, the international student from the different 
culture is misinterpretation toward the new culture that the different in using time. In 
this case, there were some Thailand students that experienced misinterpretation 
because the people were not on time. They were student 1 and 2. Datum 11 showed 
that the students have ever made appointment with friends and waited them for a long 
time. They never experienced in Thailand because in Thailand, 15 minutes late was 
the longest block of time. 
7) Vocalic 
Some cultures prefer speaking in a soft tone. Others prefer a stronger tone of 
voice. According to Novinger (2001: 72), the voice is a rich channel in the system of 
nonverbal communication. Volume, pitch, rhythm, tempo, resonance, and tone are 
vocal qualifiers. Qualifiers such as voice volume, pitch, and tone give this false 
impression. In different culture people have different way in vocal qualifier. It makes 
them misunderstanding and misinterpretation in communication (Novinger, 2001: 
72).  
Based on the result, there was some Thailand students in the new environment 
experienced the crisis phase because of the different way in vocal qualifier. They 
were student 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.The datum 12 showed that Thailand students were 
difficult to communicate with people in Makassar because the way of people 
speaking were mostly fast and loud voice.  
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Based on explanation above the writer inferred that all Thailand students as 
the participants experienced the crisis phases. They were as international students 
experienced these phases when they lived in the new environment which certainly 
had some aspects of interaction with host cultural differences in communicating 
verbally and nonverbally. 
c. Recovery Phases 
Recovery is the stage where persons will try to understand the culture in a 
new environment and to adapt the habits on the environment. As Ward (2001:81) 
states that recovery is including crisis resolution and culture learning.  
According to Vatsk (2011: 13) culture learning is a situation where foreigners 
learn new things, culture and skill, to cope and grow in a new environment. Further, 
he says that learning new culture is a way of adjusting to a new environment and 
finding information about the new environment for example, weather, food, custom 
and so on. 
Based on the statement above, the writer found that there were some crisis 
resolution and culture learning that the Thailand students began to resolve and 
learned about the differences culture in the host culture such as language, touch, and 
food. As follow: 
1) language 
The writer found resolution and culture learning was experienced by Thailand 
students. They experienced language barriers and they begin to adjust their 
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difficulties by learning the language in the host culture. It was experienced by student 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.It was showed by datum 14
th
. Some efforts that they had done, such 
as they always reading Indonesian book, news, listening the music and what the 
people talked in Indonesian language, watching Indonesia movie and talking with 
friends by using Indonesian language. 
2) Clothes 
In culture learning, Thailand student tried to understand the host culture by 
asking the other people about its culture. It was experienced by student 2, 3, 4, 5 and 
6.and 6. It showed by datum 15. In this case, when the Thailand students saw some of 
women wearing short veil and tight pants, even there were not wearing the veil, they 
learn the host culture by asking people about it.  
3) Space 
When Thailand student was confused to saw the people in the host culture were 
not have limitation between woman and man, they tried to understand their habit. It 
was experienced by student 1, 3, 5 and 6. It was showed by datum 16. They tried to 
learn their habit by asking the people.  
4) Touch 
Some people are more comfortable with touch than others. Some people shake 
hands in greeting but otherwise do not like to be touched at all, except by family 
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members or lovers. In this case, in learning process of adaptation there was a 
Thailand student followed the host culture‟s habit of greeting by shaking hand and 
some of them were not followed it. It was showed in datum 17
th
 that referred to 
student 1
st
. He began to follow the habit of new cultural environment such as shaking 
hand with different sex. He had asked his senior about touching in greeting with the 
other sex and in the reality acceptable if using Safi‟I persuasion, and now he 
sometimes shakes hand with senior woman and the ladies. While student 2, 3, 4, 5
 
and 6 stated that they just asked about the habit of shaking hand in greeting of the 
host culture.  
5) Food 
In crisis resolution, the Thailand students begin to adapt their difficulties for 
facing the differences in the host culture. The Thailand students began to try the 
different taste of food in the host culture. It was experienced by student 1, 2, 4
 
and 5. 
It was showed in datum 18 that they tried to be accustomed by eating the strange taste 
of food here.  
6) Punctuality 
In crisis resolution of the punctuality, the Thailand students who is not used to 
waiting for long time should change their habit to spend their time in waiting. It was 
experienced by student 1 and 2. It showed by datum 19 where the Thailand students 
have to be patient waiting for long time if they have appointment with their friends, 
because their habit that not in time in appointment. 
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7) Vocalic 
In culture learning, Thailand students solve their difficulties by keep their 
interaction. It was experienced by student 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6. It was showed by datum 
20. Thailand students faced the difficulties when they were communicating because 
the people were very fast in speaking, so they tried to ask them to be slow and repeat 
more time what they mean.  
After analyzing the data, the writer concluded that all Thailand students 
experienced the recovery phases where they began to accept, to resolve and to adjust 
their cultural differences by crisis resolution and culture learning. 
d. Adjustment 
In Adjustment stage individuals are able to participate fully and comfortably in 
the host culture. It is reflecting enjoyment and functional competence (Ward, 
2001:81). 
1) Language 
Adjusting to new environment would be easy when international students can 
interact properly with new language. The Thailand students can interact and enjoy 
communicating with the others in the host culture because they have known 
Indonesian language and some local language. It was showed in datum 21. They were 
able to enjoy the communication. They were happy now because they could interact, 
easy to get many friends, shared knowledge each other and asked help them to do 
their assignment. 
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2) Clothes 
During staying in Makassar, Thailand students have been used to seeing 
woman wore the short veil and pants tightly. It showed by datum 22. They were not 
strange anymore and not confused anymore about their way in wearing clothes. 
3) Space 
Understanding the habit of the host culture made Thailand students as the 
foreigner were used to facing the women and men that have not limitation in 
communication. It was experienced by student 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6. It was showed in 
datum 23. They were not strange, not confused anymore. Touch 
4) Touch 
After understanding the habit of the host culture include the shaking hand 
between women and men that not muhrim, the Thailand students felt enjoy if saw 
something like that because they have understood about their culture. They also did 
not feel strange anymore because it was a usual for the host environment. It was 
showed by datum 24. 
5) Food 
The Thailand students was accustomed and enjoyed with the taste of food in 
the host culture. It was showed in datum 25 where six Thailand students could eat 
soybean cake and the other sweet and spicy foods. 
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6) Punctuality 
The Thailand students enjoy more about the rubber time in appointment. It 
showed in datum 26 where the student was not worry anymore to wait for a long 
time. 
7) Vocalic 
The Thailand students have been enjoyable with the way of speaking of the 
local people in the host culture. It was showed in datum 27. The Thailand students 
enjoyed to listen if the others spoke with the loud and fast voice. Besides that, they 
could be easy to understand what the people talk.  
After analyzing all the data, the writer concluded that adjustment phase as the 
last stage that makes sojourners to reflect enjoyment, and it was experienced by all 
the Thailand students as the participant in this research, where they were enjoy and 
accepted the cultural differences in Makassar as the new environment. 
2. The effects of phases of culture shock experienced by Thailand students 
at State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. 
The effects of culture shock by Thailand students are divided into two effects. 
They are positive and negative effects toward the Thailand Student. The effects can 
be shown through the phases of culture shock. 
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a. Honeymoon phase 
According to Ward (2001:81) the first phase always brings the effects of 
excitement and amazement to Sojourners. Excitement is a feeling of great 
enthusiasm, eagerness and interest and exhilaration. While amazement is a feeling of 
great surprise and wonder. 
There are two effect of culture shock that could be found in this phase, Such as 
excitement and amazement. As follows: 
Datum 1 showed the effect of amazement because the Thailand students were 
surprise to see a lot of and great infrastructure in new environment. While datum 2 
showed that it was the effect of excitement because the Thailand students were happy 
toward the hospitality in Makassar. They met with most of kind and friendly people. 
Moreover, datum 3 showed that it was the effect of excitement because of the custom. 
They saw the good custom if people passed and said tabe‟. Then, datum 4 showed the 
effect of amazement where the Thailand students were amazed to see the beautiful 
scenery of the tourism place. Moreover, datum 5 showed that it was the effect of 
excitement because for the first time, the Thailand students found most of the 
students were active and enthusiast in learning process in class.  
After analyzing all of the data, the writer inferred that honeymoon phase 
contained the positive effect. It was the effects of excitement and amazement. 
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b. Crisis Phases 
The second stage of culture always contains the negative effects to the person. 
In the other words, the negative effects of culture shock can be shown in the crisis 
phase. 
There are five negative effects of culture shock that can be found in this phase 
of this research such as confusion, fear, felling isolated, and homesickness. As 
follows: 
 Datum 6 showed the effect of confusion, isolated feeling and fear because of 
the language barrier. Thailand students confused because they have not understood 
Indonesian language yet. So they were fear to begin communication with the other 
friends. Further, they felt isolated because they were difficult to communicate with 
the others here. 
 Datum 7 showed the effect of confusion because Thailand students felt 
shocked and confused to differentiate which one was the muslim and non musim.  
Most of the people did not wear the veil and wore clothes and tight pants. Besides 
that, datum 8 showed that the Thailand students felt confused when they saw there 
was not limitation between most women and men. They could get a lift and embraced 
each other. Further, Datum 9 showed that Thailand students felt confused because 
they saw the Muslim in different sex which could touch each other. They met and 
greeted and then shook hand each other. Then, datum 10 showed that Thailand 
students felt confused when the first time they found Soybean cake. The taste was not 
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good. They also found foods which tasted spicy and sweet. While, datum 11 showed 
that Thailand students explained that they were confused and sad when they made 
appointment with friends and waited them too long. Besides that, datum 12 showed 
that they were confused because the people‟s way in speaking was fast and had loud 
voice. While datum 13 showed the effect of homesickness because at the first time 
Thailand students stayed here, they felt lonely. They wanted to go home, missed their 
family and the condition over there.  
After analyzing all of the data, the writer inferred that crisis phase contained the 
effects of confusion, fear, isolated feeling and homesick. 
c. Recovery phases 
As Ward (2001: 81) states that recovery is including crisis resolution and 
culture learning. People or sojourners will learn and adapt their environment. The 
writer found effects of life change in recovery phases. For this point, the Thailand 
students begin to learn about the aspects of cultural differences so that it will bring 
the positive effects to themselves.  
Datum 14 showed that Thailand students changed their language in 
communication by using Indonesian language. Then, datum 15 and datum 16 showed 
that Thailand students have good social interaction with the local people because they 
try to communicate with the local people by asking the habit of their way in wearing 
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clothes and their habit of space in interaction. Moreover, datum 17 showed the effect 
of life change.  
There was Thailand student who changed their habit by following the habit of 
greeting of the host culture by shaking hand and some of them just learning about the 
host culture by asking about their habit. It was the effect of good social interaction 
also. Further datum 18 showed that the Thailand students began to try the different 
taste of food in the host culture. It showed that Thailand students did change their 
habit to eat the strange food. Besides that, datum 19
th
 showed the effect of life change 
because Thailand students change their habit to waiting for in long time. Then, 
Datum 20 showed the effect of good social interaction because they tried to 
communicate with the other people by asking them to be slow in speaking. 
After analyzing all the data, it showed by all Thailand students doing the life 
change and they have good social interaction during live in Makassar culture. 
d. Adjustment 
This phase contains enjoyment. As Ward (2001:81) states that adjustment is 
showing enjoyment and functional competence and it is found after cultural learning 
in the new environment.  
Datum 21 showed that Thailand students felt enjoyment. They as the sojourners 
become comfortable when they had capability in language of the host culture. They 
could interact easily with the others. Furthermore, they did not felt worry and fear 
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anymore to communicate. It indicated that it was the effect of good social interaction 
while datum 22 until datum 27 showed the effect of life change. Datum 22 showed 
that they have been enjoyable with the habit of wearing clothes. Then, datum 23
 
showed they are enjoyable in space of interaction and datum 24 showed the 
enjoyment of touch in shaking hand. Furthermore, datum 25 showed that they are 
enjoyment. They could eat the strange food like soybean cake, spicy and sweet food. 
Moreover, datum 26 showed the effect of Thailand students enjoyed with the rubber 
time in appointment. They were accustomed to wait for long time. Finally datum 27 
also showed the enjoyment because the Thailand students were enjoy the way of 
speaking of people with the fast and loud voice.  
After analyzing all the data, the writer found that all Thailand students 
described that they were finally enjoy their new environment during their studied at 
State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. And it also took the positive effect of 
Thailand students because they have been changed their habit in cultural differences 
of the host culture. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion. After finding the process 
and the effects of culture shock was experienced by Thailand students at State Islamic 
University of Alauddin Makassar by using Ward‟s model of culture shock theory, the 
writer provided some conclusions and suggestions to the reader. 
A.  Conclusion 
The conclusion is the answer of the problem statements. The writer got three 
conclusions, as follows: 
1. There are four phases of culture shock experienced by Thailand students at State 
Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. The phases are described through  U-
curve theory of Ward as follows: 
a. Honeymoon phase is first stage that contains excitement from the 
hospitality, the custom and the process learning of the new discoveries in 
culture and amazement from the infrastructure and beautiful scenery in 
Makassar as the new environment. 
b.  Crisis phase is the second stage that contains the negative aspects of the 
event. Thailand students experienced culture shock as a crisis phase because 
of the differences between intercultural communications. Both verbal and 
non verbal communications. Such as language, clothes, space, touch, food, 
punctuality, and vocalic. 
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c. Recovery phase is the third phase that contains the capability to learn the 
new environment through crisis resolution and culture learning. 
d. Adjustment phase is the last phase that contains enjoyment of the person to 
participate fully in the new environment. 
2. There are two effects of culture shock experienced by Thailand students at State 
Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. 
a. The Positive effects 
Culture shock that is experienced by Thailand students does not bring 
negative effect itself but also it can bring the positive effect. The writer found that 
there were four positive effects of culture shock was experienced by Thailand 
students at State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. Those are excitement, 
amazement, life change and good social interaction. 
b. The Negative effects 
Based on the participants, the writer found that there were four negative 
effects of culture shock that was experienced by Thailand students at State Islamic 
University of Alauddin Makassar. Those are confusion, fearness, isolated feeling, and 
homesick. 
B. Suggestion 
In the end of the thesis, the writer also provided a number of suggestions as 
follows: 
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a. For the next researcher, the writer recommended that they can make research 
with the same topic about culture shock and learn more about culture in order 
to do more about specific research about culture shock. 
b.  For the reader, the writer suggested that they can take the message that are 
indicated in the research and know more about culture shock. Because it can 
be beneficial information to understand the cultural differences so that it will 
increase our culture understanding before person move from one country to 
another country. 
c. Especially for English and Literature department, the writer hoped that they 
can learn about cross culture understand very well because it includes the 
subject of English and Literature department. Moreover it can help them to 
understand about do‟s and taboos in every in every culture of country before 
they go abroad. 
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Student 1 
 
 Hy…thank u so much for your time today.  
Ya..you‟re welcome.. 
 Firstly, may I know your name please? 
Of course, my name is Sofian. 
 Sofian, my name is Eva, I‟m from English and Literature department. 
By the way, what department are you? 
I am Arabic Education Department. The second semester. 
 Ok Sofian. Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get the 
information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture shock 
here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new environment. 
Ee…hee… 
 And you know. Each country has differences culture with the others. I am 
going to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and 
unhappy or disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you 
stay and study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ok. I get it.. 
 Ok…hmmm…what the most surprising thing that had you experienced 
when you were the first time arrived in Makassar? 
Hmmm….Something made me excited is the hospitality of people here. 
Ya…Someday I had visited my friend‟s home in his village. And you know there… 
their way to welcome the guest was very kind.  
 What did they do when meet you? 
 The people invited me to come to their home and gave me so many foods ya a lot of 
foods… 
 Really? 
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Yeah..everybody who invites me give some foods.I thought they were really good 
people. I was very happy. It was excited…. 
 Ough..it was really interesting. Btw was there anything else that made you 
amazed/impressed with the differences of host country here? 
O ya….I felt enthusiast and had a good spirit when I saw the learning process in the 
class. 
 Why? 
It was interesting I thought. The teacher gave opportunity to the students to comment 
or expressed our opinion although our opinion was not right, but in Thailand if the 
teacher asked us to give the opinion or asked something, hmmm…some of us just 
kept silent. But here… the students were really enthusiasts.  
 Hmm..in Thailand some students were not more active? 
Ya… 
 
 So what did you do when faced the situation like that?  
 
When I newly experienced it, I also wanted to be like them, they were active in class 
so I was interested to practice and practice. 
 Ya…so you have motivation because of it? 
hmm,,,ya..I have to study and always read the book before we discussed in class so 
that I could give my opinion also. 
 Beside surprising and interest, have you experienced culture shock: like 
confused, unhappy and/or angry by differences between the culture in 
your country and Makassar culture?  
Of course….When the first time I stayed and met with the local people here.., I felt so 
confused… because I couldn‟t speak Indonesian language and there were not many 
people here could speak English, 
 Hmm..mostly people here just used bugis and Makassar or Indonesian 
language. 
ya…they always used local language.  
 Is there anything else that made you disorientate?  
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I also was fear, if I spoke, they didn‟t get what I meant….hahaha.. So it was so 
difficult for me to talk with the others. Moreover, something that made me confused 
and not understood is the way of speaking….hahaha…most of people were so fast in 
speaking. 
 What did you do when you encountered problem in this host culture? 
Hmm…when I‟ve not understood Indonesian language yet to communicate, I 
sometimes used English… but I thought most people here didn‟t understand it. 
 Yes they just always use Indonesian language. What did you do to resolve it? 
yeah…they just understood Indonesian language….So I learned Indonesian language 
so that the people here could understand what I meant.  
 Hmm..ya of course you must learn Indonesian language.. 
I thought how could I speak with people here if I didn‟t know their language…so, 
many efforts that I‟ve done such us often reading the Indonesian‟s book and news, 
listening the music and the people speak with Indonesian language, watching 
Indonesian movie, always talking with friends by using Indonesian language.  
 0w ya..? did you always talking with them by using Indonesian language? 
Alright… 
 Ok. What did you think about the food here? 
Wah…the taste was not good for me. Hehehe…It was not like in Thailand, I got 
soybean cake for the first time here. Hmmm…. It was strange taste. 
 So how did you do to eat the food like that? 
As long as, I have been used to eating. It is not taste strange anymore. Hahaha… 
 As we know each country has differences culture with the other, like the habit. 
What do you think when you encountered the different habit of your 
culture? 
About their habit…hhmm ya.. here, I always saw woman and men if they were 
meeting, directly they were shaking hand even they were not muhrim. I was confused 
about it. 
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 Why were you confused about it?  
 They could touch each other. In Thailand it was disallowed.  I also often saw most of 
men rode along with woman, they could embrace each other. I thought they were not 
muhrim. I was little shock to saw it. 
 hmm….there was something that made me confused is the rubber time. Waah… it 
was ever made me felt stress and confused. 
 Wa..had you ever experienced something like waiting in a long time? 
Of course, They made appointment at 07.00 a.m but it was until at 03.00 p.m. I had 
been waiting for long time.  
 Really? 
Yeah…At Thailand, We are on time although we are late to came, it just about 15 
minutes. 
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
Hmm…When I saw the handshake‟s culture here, I asked to senior, could we do the 
shaking hand with the woman? And they said it was allowed actually…. by hanafi 
persuasion and you know…now sometimes I shook hands with the senior woman and 
some ladies.hehehe… 
 So you follow the culture here like shaking hand with the other sex? 
Yes..we could say like that.hehehe… 
 Talking about the appointment, what did you do to face something like that? 
Hmm about the appointment, when I was waiting so long. I was just patient, 
because maybe it was the habit here. So…it is a usual for me now… 
 What do you feel when you adjusted the differences in the host culture 
now? 
Of course…, I‟m not fear and worry anymore to communicate with the others.  Now I 
can enjoy to communicate with the others here because I‟ve known enough about 
Indonesian language and known Makassar and Bugis language little a bit. Hahaha… 
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 So do you enjoy to communicate with them?  
Of course, I learned by friends. Now I have many kind friends. I‟m really happy 
recognize them. 
 Anyway what do you always do with them? 
yeah…I can share knowledge each other about host culture here, they always help 
me to do the assignment and the report.  Yah….I‟m easy to get friend now.  
 So What activities do you always do now? 
 ee….I often play Football with them. Ya…I can accept about the habitual that taking 
a long time in meeting and the way of speaking whose speak with the loud voice and 
fast, it has been a usual for me now. 
 Ok. I think it‟s enough. Thank you so much for your information. 
Ok. Good luck… 
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Student 2 
 
 Hy…thank u so much for your time today. How are you today? 
Hy…it‟s ok..I‟m fine… 
 Firstly, may I know your name please? 
Of course, my name is Arefeen. 
 ok, my name is Eva, I‟m from English and Literature department. 
By the way, what department are you? 
I am the fourth semester in Islamic Education Department.  
 Ok Arefeen. Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get the 
information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture shock 
here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new environment. 
Alright… 
 As we  know. Each country has differences culture with the others. I am going 
to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and unhappy or 
disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you stay and 
study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ow…yeaah….yeahh… 
 What the most surprising thing that had you experienced when you were 
the first time arrived in Makassar? 
Hmmm…when the first time I was here, in Makassar, Alhamdulillah I felt 
surprise to see the buildings.  They were big, a lot, and beautiful. Extremely 
strange, I was interested to take the picture…. 
 
 Is not in Thailand like that? 
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  Yeah… Unlike in my province South Thailand, It is not a lot of and big 
buildings.  
 Was there anything else that made you amazed/impressed with the differences 
of the host country here?  
Hmm the first time I went to the Akkarena beach, I felt another atmosphere than the 
Thailand‟s beach. It had black sand 
Did you feel surprise to see it? 
…yah..it was made me amaze . Unlike in Thailand, there… the sand is white. The 
water also was clear here. There were many burn fishes at the side of the beach. We 
could enjoy the scenery while we ate the fish. It was made me happy...hehehe… 
 Beside surprising and interest, have you experienced culture shock: like 
confused, unhappy and/or angry by differences between the culture in 
your country and Makassar culture?  
 
 yes….when I began to stay here, hmm…something that made me confused was 
moslem and non muslem. We could not differentiate which one is moslem which one 
is non muslim because it was very different between in Thailand. Over there, 
certainly the moslem wore the veil. But here, I saw not all the moslem. 
 Did you shock to see it? 
 Ya… I was shocked and confused when I saw the girl who didn‟t wear the veil then 
she got in the mosquito to take a pray.  
 Hehehe…of course..here not all the muslim use the veil. 
Further, most of the people here wore the clothes and pants tightly. hmmmm  Not 
only that… When the first time I stayed and met with the local people who were 
speaking, I didn‟t understand what they were talking about.hahaha.. 
 So did you feel difficult about it? 
  hmm.. it was difficult to talk with the others here. And you know.. I also was 
difficult in learning process in the class and shopping. Then, in the campus… many 
of my friends spoke with the loud voice,huff.. I was confused to saw it, like they were 
angry but they were not angry.  
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 Hahaha..by the way… beside that, What did you think about the food here? 
About the food.. it was different between in Thailand. Here mostly spicy and less salt. 
In Thailand, the food taste sour, there was a little spicy also. Firstly I was difficult to 
eat, so I worried. 
 What did you do when you encountered problem in this host culture? 
Yeah…the efforts that I‟ve done to understand and to communicate  were I learned 
language through movie, I watched ketika cinta bertasbih movie more and more, it 
was about 40 times…, I should be diligent to read the book, I always opened the 
dictionary, always asked and spoke by Indonesian language. Ya…and about the food, 
I should eat it here so I could be used to eating it. 
 What did you think about the people‟s habit in your new environment? 
Ough…Many things made me shocked when I stayed here.  Yeah…Such as when I 
saw the space between man and woman who has not limitation, wa… they were free.  
 How about in Thailand? 
In South Thailand, we have limitation between woman and man. The man and 
woman may not be touch if we are not muhrim, we have space each other.  
Moreover, I saw woman and man whose shook hand. Actually it was allowed, but I 
never saw in South Thailand because most of the moslem used syafi‟ mashab. So I 
was confused and shocked to saw it.hmm…anything else…the people habit here also 
liked to rubber the time in appointment.  I had ever made appointment with friends 
and I was confused and felt unhappy because it was so waste the time. 
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
I just waited them and tried to be usual in waiting for long time. 
 What do you feel when you adjusted the differences in the host culture now? 
Yap… I have known some host languages a bit. So I‟m happy and I always 
communicate with local people here.  Hmmm…about the food here, maybe because it 
was become a usual so I‟ve been enjoy it and also because the usual of the rubber 
time so that it was not a matter for me more. I am not worry about waiting for long 
time. It was as usual for me now. 
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 So do you feel enjoy with all the differences of the culture here? 
Yes alright. 
 Ok Arefeen, that‟s all of my questions. Thank you for your information. 
 Ok. Thanks… 
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Student 3th 
 
 Assalamualaikum…thank u so much for your time today.  
Waalaikumsalam.wr.wb… 
 Firstly, I want to introduce my name, I‟m Eva rahmaniar, from English and 
Literature department. 
What is your name please? 
My name is Rukiah 
 Rukiah…what semester are you? 
I am English Education Department and I am the fourth semester.  
 Ok Rukiyah... Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get the 
information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture shock 
here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new environment. 
Hm…. 
 As we  know that each country has differences culture with the others. I am 
going to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and 
unhappy or disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you 
stay and study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ok..ok… 
 What the most surprising thing that had you experienced when you were 
the first time arrived in Makassar? 
Hmm… I was happy to make a friend with the people here because they were 
friendly and have good cutom. Such as when they were passing in front of the others, 
they were asking permission while saying tabe‟. As like they were humble and 
respectful with the others, I was happy and interested to see it. 
 So is it the first time you saw the people passed by saying tabe‟? 
Yes..when I was here, some of them saying tabe if passing in front of the others. 
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 Was there anything else that made you amazed/impressed with the differences 
of the host country here?  
Of course, here… there was different between in Thailand, I wondered to see 
Makassar town, there were a lot of buildings. 
 Is it different between Thailand?  
In South Thailand., the place where I stayed, over there, the buildings was not too `a 
lot and not too big. 
 Besides surprising and amazed, have you experienced culture shock: like 
confused, unhappy and/or angry by differences between the culture in your 
country and Makassar culture?  
When the first time, I stayed here I felt difficult enough to communicate with the 
others ya….because most of them spoke with the local language. I also was confused 
if I used Melayu language they didn‟t understand though there were a little bit same 
words with Indonesian language. 
 What did you do when you encountered the problems in this host culture? 
To communicated with the other people and to understand hmmm… I always spoke 
with Indonesian language, I also asked them who like using local language to speak 
by Indonesian language because it is as a national language so that‟s way we could 
communicate fluently. I also learned local language such as Makassar and Bugis 
language hehehe…because I liked to listen their language. 
 What did you think about the food here? 
Hm..the food here was delicious, I like it. 
So did you enjoy with the food here? 
Yes… 
 What did you think about the people‟s habit in your new environment? How 
did you feel when you encountered the different habit of your culture? 
Hmm…when the first time I arrived here, I was confused and shock to see the woman 
and men who were not muhrim could shake hand. Hehehe… In my culture, we were 
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not allowed except we were sibling or cousin. I also was shocked, here the woman 
and man too chummy, they could touch as a usual, and there was not space for them.  
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
Ya…I just asked them what their opinions about the habit of people here are. So I 
could understand their culture. 
 What did you think about their way in wearing clothes? 
The women did not close their genitals, wearing short veil. ya…I was confused to see 
them. 
 What do you feel when you adjusted the differences in the host culture now? 
Ehm.. now I am not confused again if communicate with others. I‟m also happy 
hahaha…because I learned local language and now I can use it to speak with the 
friends so I have many friends because I always speak with them. 
 Ok Rukiyah, I think that‟s enough. Thanks for your information. 
Ok..you‟re welcome….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student 4
th 
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 Hy hafizah I‟m Eva Rahmaniar from English and Literature Department.  how are 
you today? 
Hy..alhamddulillah…I‟m fine.. 
 Ok.. By the way, what department are you Hafizah? 
I‟m Islamic Education, the second semester… 
 Ok Hafizah... Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get the 
information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture shock 
here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new environment. 
Hm…. 
 As we  know that each country has differences culture with the others. I am 
going to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and 
unhappy or disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you 
stay and study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ok… 
 What the most surprising thing that had you experienced when you were 
the first time arrived in Makassar? 
When I came here, I was happy because the people here were so friendly. They liked 
smile. Most of people here were kind with the foreigner. So I was easily to get 
friends.  
Beside friendly but also they had good custom like if someone would pass in front of 
us, they said tabe‟. That made me felt happy saw it and it made me interested to 
communicate with them. 
 Hmm..so did you feel happy to stay in this new environment? 
Yeah..they are friendly… 
Was there anything else that made you amazed/impress of the host country here?   
Hmmm…when I saw the buildings here, they were a lot of and big buildings. It was 
unlike in South Thailand. It made me felt amazed.  
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 Was the building here bigger than in Thailand? 
Yap..there..the building also not too much like here. 
During stay here, have you experienced culture shock: like confused, unhappy 
and/or angry by differences between the culture in your country and Makassar 
culture?  
Yeah…I fear If I spoke with local people because I used melayu language but most of 
people here only understand about Indonesian language. wah…and I have not 
fluently yet. Not only that, the way of speaking here too loud, I was confused faced it. 
 Besides that, what did you think about the food here? 
I felt sad, confused, and felt anxiety because of food here. The taste was not good for 
me. Ya…It was not like in Thailand, I got soybean cake at the first time. It was 
strange taste. I was not used to eat it and also the food here was mostly spicy and 
sweet. 
 What did you do when you encountered problem in this host culture? 
 I have learned language here with friends, asked them about something what I have 
not understood. And about the foods, in spite of it was strange, I tried to eat and 
always tried it. 
 What did you think about the people‟s habit in your new environment? 
How did you feel when you encountered the different habit of your 
culture? 
When the first time I was in campus I saw the moslem woman and man they met and 
greeting with shook hands. In Thailand I never saw except non moslem. 
 What did you think about their way in wearing clothes? 
Most of the woman did not wear the veil.  
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
I thought that it was their habit in wearing the clothes. So I asked to the others 
about their habit here including their way in wearing clothes, shaking hand and 
their space in interaction. 
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 So what do you feel now when you could adjust the differences culture? 
I feel enjoy now because I can interact and communicate well with the others. 
 Is there anything else that make you feel enjoy?  
Yes, I feel enjoy with the food here, I can be used to eating it. hehehe…and also 
when the first time I was confused and felt strange listen people talking with the loud 
voice, but now it is no matter more. 
 how about the way of wearing clothes?  
heheh.. now I was not confused anymore and didn‟t felt strange to face something 
like that. It was as usual for me 
 I think that‟s enough. Thank you so much for your answer and information.  
Yepp…you‟re welcome… 
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Student 5th 
 Assalamualaikum…thanks for coming today… 
Waalaikumsalam. That‟s ok… 
 Firstly, may I know your name please? 
Ok. My name is Fadil. I‟m from Arabic Literature Department. 
 Really? We are the same department fadil...anyway what semester are you? 
I‟m the second semester. 
 Hmm ok fadil ..Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get 
the information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture 
shock here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new 
environment. 
Yap… 
 As we  know that each country has differences culture with the others. I am 
going to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and 
unhappy or disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you 
stay and study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ok… 
 What the most surprising thing that had you experienced when you were 
the first time arrived in Makassar? 
Ya…when the first time I was in Makassar, I saw a lot of big buildings and they were 
beautiful I thought. They were different between in Thailand. hmm…I was surprise to 
saw it.  
 Besides that, was there anything else that made you amazed/impress of the host 
country here?  
Hmmm…there is nothing else. 
 Have you experienced culture shock: like confused, unhappy and/or angry 
by differences between the culture in your country and Makassar culture?  
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Yes, when I started to live here I have not understood about Indonesian language, I 
was really difficult to communicate with them.hmm… I really felt confused in the 
first time. It was difficult to talk. Oough..Not only that, I was confused because the 
way of speaking here was fast and they have loud voice. It was be a problem for me. 
But you know…I just asked to my friends who spoke with me to be slowly or repeat 
what are they talking about. Hehehe… 
 What did you do when you encountered the problems in this host culture? 
Sometimes I used body language but also I learned Indonesian and English language, 
I often asked and spoke with friend by using Indonesian language. Now I‟m not fear 
anymore, not worry and not confused in communicate, because I have known 
Indonesian language. 
 What did you think about the food here? 
Hmmm ya…I felt strange taste and confused with the food here. I couldn‟t eat 
because its taste was different with in Thailand, ya…here mostly sweet, in Thailand 
mostly sour taste. I also newly found soybean cake. Hehehe..but I had to try it so that 
I could eat it. And now I can enjoy and it is not strange anymore.  
 What did you think about their way in wearing clothes? 
Hmmm…most of the women wore the tight dress. How did you feel to saw it? I was 
felt shock enough, because in Thailand the woman muslim wore the diffuse clothes. 
 What did you think about the people‟s habit in your new environment? How 
did you feel when you encountered the different habit of your culture? 
During staying here, I always saw the people here shaking hand in different sex even 
though they were not muhrim. Wah…I was surprise when saw the man and the 
woman met and greeting and shook hands.  
Did you shock to see it? 
Of course, because in Thailand, we couldn‟t shake hand with the other sex if they are 
not our family. Not only that, the girl and the man here, there were not limited among 
them. They were too close. Hmmm…I felt confused to see it. ya.. Some of them did 
not have distance in interaction... 
How about in Thailand? 
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 In Thailand we have space and limited if we interacted and communicated with the 
other which one are not muhrim for us.  
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
Ya…maybe it was their culture, so I asked my friend about their habit like that, but I 
didn‟t follow them like shaking hand and I have to keep the space with them also. 
 
 What do you feel when you could adjust the differences culture now? 
Hmmm… I feel enjoy now because I can communicate and interact with them. 
Hehehe…ya…I can be able eat the food as usual also. 
 Ok fadil..I think that‟s enough. Thanks for your information. 
Ok.good luck…. 
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Student 6
th
 
 Assalamualaikum. Thanks for your time to interview today. 
Waalaikumsalam.  Yes, you‟re welcome… 
 Firstly, may I know your name please? 
Ok. My name is Saifon… I‟m from techniques department and semester 4th. 
 Ok saifon…Actually my purpose to meet you today is I am going to get the 
information of your experienced about the culture shock. The culture shock 
here means someone feeling of anxiety resulting from the new environment. 
yeahh…. 
 As we know that each country has differences culture with the others. I am 
going to interview you something that make you happy or surprise and 
unhappy or disorientate with the differences of Makassar culture during you 
stay and study in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 
Ok ok… 
 What the most surprising thing that have you experienced when you were 
the first time arrived in Makassar? 
For the first time I felt very happy… because people together with the senior from 
Thailand here welcomed us very well. They also are friendly. They always helped 
and shared us something new. 
Hmm when you were here, they always help you? 
Yes alright..they shared with us something new here. 
 Was there anything else that made you amazed/impress of the host country 
here?   
Hmm…aaa.. I was happy because when the first weekend, I went to Bantimurung 
with my friends and seniors. I felt surprise and amazed when we went there.  It was 
nice and beautiful scenery, a lot of trees, the big waterfall, and the atmosphere is cold. 
It was amazing. 
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Did you enjoy it? 
Of course, I was really happy when went there, we can enjoy the new situation with 
our friends.   
 Have you experienced culture shock: like confused, unhappy and/or angry 
by differences between the culture in your country and Makassar culture?  
Yes….When the first time I stayed in Makassar I was confused because the first time 
here I couldn‟t speak Indonesian language. I cried, I felt want to go home to Thailand. 
I also fear, if I speak but they didn‟t get it what I mean. Ough…Moreover, I was 
shock and felt strange when I met with people here, men and women also liked 
screaming and talked roughly. 
 What did you do when you encountered problem in this host culture? 
Something that I have done anyting to could communicate or interacted with them, I 
should be able to speak Indonesian language because it is important to talk each other 
every day, every time, so I must be able to speak Indonesian language fluently. I also 
like to talk, asking to others who could teach me as a must. 
 So do you have motivation to can interact with them?  
Yes, I did many things, like I always listening Indonesian music, reading book, 
asking my friends by using Indonesian language. 
 Besides that, what did you think about the food here? 
About the food, I tried to eat, which one delicious, which one couldn‟t eat, and I also 
sometimes mix with the soy sauce and salt until I felt it was delicious. 
 What did you think about the people‟s habit in your new environment? How 
did you feel when you encountered that different habit of your culture? 
Ammm…It was about their way in using clothes. I felt confused saw the woman here, 
her dress was not muslimah‟s way such us they did not wear the veil, using the tight 
clothes. It was not uncomfortable for the moslem actually. 
 What did you think about their greeting by shaking hand? 
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Greeting way here made me surprise, confused because I saw the people shake hand 
each other who are not muhrim.  In Thailand I never saw except non moslem 
 How about the limitation in their association? 
 They are too free between man and women. There is not limitation. It was not based 
on Islam learning. But as long as, I could be enjoy facing it. Maybe it has been usual 
for me. 
 What did you think about their way in wearing clothes? 
Wa…most of the women were not muslimah‟s way in wearing the clothes, such us 
they did not wear the veil, wearing the tightly dress. Hmm.. It was not uncomfortable 
for the moslem actually. 
 What did you do when faced something like that?   
I didn‟t shake hand with them if there was my friend wanted to shake hand with me. I 
just raised my hands in front of my chest and I asked my friends how about their 
culture. 
 What do you feel when you could adjust the differences culture now? 
ya..of course, now I‟m not fear anymore to talk with the others. hehehe… Because I 
have known Indonesian language and Makassar language so I‟m not shy anymore to 
communicate with them, 
 wahh..it is good.. 
 ow ya.. I also have been usual with the food here. So it‟s feeling nice now... I also 
have understood their habit included shaking hand between woman and man. 
 It‟s sound great.. 
Yap…hehehe… 
 I think that‟s enough. Thank you so much for your answer and information.  
Yepp…you‟re welcome… 
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